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La m bd in goes coed

Computer replaces blackboard housing selection
By Carol gewman
For the past several weeks the
Ad Hoc Housing Committee lias
been meeting for the purpose of
creating a new method by Which
the students of Connecllcut
College will chose their donns for
next year. Under the leadership
01 Dean Watson this committee,
that Is comprised of volunteer
students,
has established
a
system whereby the school's
computer will be utilized.
In the very near future each
student that will be attending
COM next year will receive a
computer card and In turn will
list his preference 01 dorms.
Since 13dorms are In the lottery
each student must put a number
to every donn. Groups of not
more than four will be allowed to
move together provided that they
all list their preferences identically and enclose them into one
envelope. By doing this one
computer card will be typed up
per group. Unlike previous years
there will be no option to remain
in your present donn. Therefore
everyone has an equal chance
Laura DeCosla
and its fair.
Recently President SlIain sent
Academic Policy Committee:
a letter to the students of the
Anila DeFrantz
Afro-Am Society which proposed
the returning of Blackstone to
NOTE: Rufus received
the
regular
housing
and
the
following: One vote for Social
Chairman of Class of 1975and two establishing of another Black
votes for Senior Class Presidenl

Dean of student affairs, Margaret Watson conducts
Ad Hoc Housing Committee meeting

Election results released
The following is a list of winners
of the class elections held last
Thursday:
Class of 1974: President;
Norma Darragh
Sec-Trees: Katie Paine
Soc. Chairman: Bob Himes
Judiciary Board: Shannon Stock,
David Shuman
Nominating Committee:
Jeff
Whitestone, Pam McDonald

Class <i. 1976: President: Carol
Spencer
Sec.•Treas: Barbara Green
Soc. Chairman: Lisl Ungemack
Judiciary
Board:
Stuart
Jacobson, Susan Jacobs
Nominating Com: Peggy Brill,
Steven Carlson

Cla.:s of 197,: President: Josie
Curran
Sec. Treas: Charlie Curkin
Soc. Chairman: Paul Lan tz
Judiciary Board: Holly Baker,
Carin Gordon
Nominating
Com:
Alison
Mishkil, Timothy Yarboro

General Education Committee:
Judy SChwartz, David Shuman,
Paula Rae Marcus, Susan Jean
zaleski

JUNIORS

The following is a list <i. winners
of the Faculty-Student
Committees held last Thursday:

Interdisciplinary Majors Committee:
Yoshi
Hoshimura,
Marslla Craig, Rort Callahan,

JUNIORS

Cultural Center with the chance
for Blacks to move in groups
within the seven central campus
dorms.
However
after
dehberallon Afro-Am rejected
this proposal and Blackstone will
remaln as is. AccordinR to the
present plans the housing 01
Black students will take place
outside the Lottery.
In comparison
to the old
method of cho08Ulg dorms, tbe
new Lottery system will be more
just and cause alct less anxiety.
Before, people got numbers then
they formed groups. Now, groups
are fonned then the numbers are
given out, so you will be moving
on the basis of friends, not dorms.
Changes that will be made over
the summer will be slight according to Dean Watson who
likewise added that, "students
must get used to not always
getting their first Choice because
it can't be done,"
When all cards are returned,
the Computer will first make a
pre-scan to determine
what
dorms will be the most popular
and estimate the numbers d.
conflicts. Decisions on housing
should be final May Jrd.
If the program is a success this
year then it will be used in the
future and may eventually take
over the task of also assiening

room numbers.

Shaw's Cove referendum
By ROBERT FISHER
The Shaw's Cove Renewal
Project was passed by a small
margin in the
ew London
election held on Tuesday. The
passage of this bond issue ensures both city and Federal aid,
pending
expected
Federal
Government
approval
next
month.

passed

The winning margin was this election was tbe small turnarrow with 33.7 per cent of the rout by voters. This has been
city voters casting ballots. The attributed to the small amount of
money possessed by the Comissue succeeded with a plurality
mittee for a New Shaw's Cove.
of 831 voters.
Tbe hrst district, the one en- This caused them to work under
compassing Connecticut College, poor conditions such as no
endorsed the referendum with 100 telepllones at each school to relay
to beadquarters the names of
students voting.
Tbeonly apparentdrawllack to persons who had not voted.

JUNIORS

REHEARSAL
FOR JUNIOR SHOW BEGINS
FRIDAY, APRIL 13th, 1973, at 1:30 P.M. DANA
HALL IN CUMMINGS. REFRESHMENTS WILL BE
AVAILABLE.
ALL JUNIORS ARE INVITED!!!
TENTATIVE REHEARSAL SCHEDULE FOR FULL
CAST IS AS FOLLOWS:
saturday, April 14th - 6:30 to 8:30 P.M.
Thursday, April 19th - 10:00 to 11:00 P.M.
Wednesday, April 25th - 9:15 to 11:00 P.M.
UNLESS
OTHERWISE
INDICATED,
THE
REHEARSALS ARE TO BE HELD I N DANA HALL.
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT ALL
REHEARSALS!!!

You couldn't tell by the expresssons on their teces, but Committee. records them. Republican Chainnan Harold
supporters of the Shim's Cove Renewal Project won the Weiner, left center. and Mayor Daniel D. Schwartz, with
reterendurn ~y
in . tew London. PhUip Goldberg, Dem- halon, are on the far side of the table. City Councilor Huocrauc lirst di,stl'l('l cbarrman. takes tallies on the telephone bert A.. Neilan is at extreme right. (Day Photo by Hubert
and :\Iargarel M. Curtin. secretary of the Democratic Tow~ J. \\'i'lT\~nL
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...., Segregation does not
.......
-.. equal integration
III
Go

On this campus
segregation-.
is, being used to
achieve
integration.
Blacks
and whites
are not
being treated
equally.
An entirely
new system
of
'assigning
dormitories
has been initiated
th}s year
in attempt
to eliminate
some of the hassles
and
inequalities
that were inherent
in the old system.
However,
before it has even been inaugurated,
the
fairness
'of the' new system
is being challenged.
'Black students
will not participate
in the lottery.
Instead they have been guaranteed
that they may
retain
Blackstone
as a 'Iiving and cultural
center,
and that
all those
black!
who
can't
get into
Blackstone
will be housed within the seven dorm
central
campus
area;
(Plant,
Branford,
SmithBurdick,
KB and Larrabee).
Despite the obvious
inequality
that this system
entails it is an understandable
solution.
How many
whites would want to be in an all black dorm? This
system
guarantees
friends
and security.
Nevertheless
it is an unfortunate
solution for all
parties
concerned.
Limiting
to seven dorms
the
number of white students
who can live with and get
to know' the black students
is wrong.
It fosters
a
spi rit of hostil ity that comes from unfa m IIiarity. It
also denies both sides an educational
experience;
the chance
to learn
about
a different
culture.
Without
the opportunity
to live and I~arn about
each other there is no hope of ending racism on this
campus
because
racism
is bred of ignorance.
Pundit
therefore
feels that all students,
should
participate
equally
in the housing
lottery.
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Applications open for 1974 yearbook
positions
apply to Nancy Bastura
freeman
II;

1111

As a result of specific recent
circumstances
and after an
exhaustive
review
of our
collective experiences he~ on
campus, we, the undersigned,
have found that all of us shared
the same discontent with the way
things have gone for Black
students at Comecticut College,
despite the fact that some of us '
have been here for only one year,
while others have been here as
long as three years. We became
very much concerned with ~he
lack of positive action 10 unproving the academic life and
outlook of Black students.
The Afro-American Society
leaves little room for the expression of individrnd opinions.
Our intent is to provide an open
forum which invites discussion,
and serious consideration of
differences of opinion. Therefore,
we have formed a new group,
which will operate completely
independent of the present AfroAmerican Society. Our purpose IS
to provide a positive climate for
quality education. We plan to
worl<to isolate those things which
are of necessity for a strong
college education and then make
sure that these things are secured
for our Black Brothers and
Sisters. At present, we call
ourselves the Black Students for
Quality Education.
We believe our effectiveness
will be enhanced
through
cooperation with all other student
grOllpS. We hope that you can
believe in our goals and join with
us in our efforts.
Anita DeFran tz
Catherine Young
Timothy Yarboro
Deborah Thomas·
Babbi Williams
Estella Jol1J)son
Lisa Goldsen
Darryl Algere
Dear Editor:
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One of the tragedies
of
American life we all seem
determined to re-enact each
generation is racism. No sooner
does one of OlD'minorities enter,
the Establishment than it eagerly
adnpts the' style of the Establishment. The oppressed and belittled minorities of yesterday
become today's oppressors and
Archie Bunkers. Thus, as each
ethnic group took Its tlD'n as the

nutt of racism, SO also each group
What Mr. Strenski fail t ":::::::
the difference betwe s 0 see b
learned its lessons and d~ tout
Bunkerism and mak~O Archie
racism as vi~orous.lY.a~, It had
Bunkerism itself. App g fun of
once received It. ThIS IS do unto
. t.
areOUy
others ... " with a vengeance. And
commumca Ion of such 'd
'a
failed
it seems that no group has su~at e . To Mr. Strenski'leasha
a
'
ceeded in rising above this
others
equally
affe' t lid an
vicious circle by refuslOg to play , apoUgize for this failure~ ~d, I
the child's game of attack and
people could view thelO y
revenge. So we go on dumbly
and their environment in se 'fes
refusing to see that no one can be humorous and open lOiDd~100'"
free from racism unless all are
mu.ch of the te~sion and prej.":'
free from racism.
which now exists would p . e
It is thus with sadness that I
(l'Il.l"'I. not i'"f.SPOl'tSI ble.
noted the contributionS of Mr.
:for 'Dj),,~o tit'(. SQ..le~)
Mark Milloff to the "Frito
Pundito", Perhaps, calling atLetter to the Editor:
tention to such juvenalia as the
It is with great pleasure lh
"Dago Tire" ad, the crossword
bestow upon this paper the Jo:V
puzzle, and the "arti~le" on
SChmuck award for degen .
Lithuanian studies only gives Mr.
"
I'
eracy
10 journa Ism. After sev I
.Milloff the attention he seems to
'
era
kfh
w.e~ soc
urmng out nearl.
desire? Perhaps, all this is just
"fun"? Well, yes, I suppose it is. eligible material, the writer y
But it is lUlimaginative 1950's !,he April 5th issue of Pundit ~ of
apparen tly toiled ceaselesst'
panty-raid "fun", appealing to
delving deeply into the depths~
the lower levels of American
decadence 10 order to gain lh
taste. Moreover, it is the same
kind of "fun" that is at the root of extra margin which has ensur~
"Amos '0 Andy" or the image of them this high distinction
Congrats. Frito Pundito, y~
the Jew in much of European
literature. That kind of "fun" on have at least reached the pin.
n~cle . of tastelessness,
in.
this campus should give us cause
discretIOn and insipidity! As I
for concern - not. only about the
present this award, I believeI
effects this has on blacks, Jews,
and ethnics among us, but on can rest assured that the Pundit
what it tells us about those who staff will be setting its shnulderto
the wheel once again in orderto
take this kind of thing to be funny.
provide
the reading public of
To laugh means we think we've
Conn.
College
with future issues
made it. And making it means we
think we have the right now to of comparable quality.
Respectfully Yours,
belittle those we think have not
MRS. SARAHBOYER
made it - and that is sick.
I debated with myself whether
to write this letter to Pundit at
I would like to take this opall: After all, who really expects Iiortunity to thank a numberof
much from our newspaper
people who were responsiblefor
anyinore? - Well, I do! And it is
the efficiency and success oflast
because
Mr. Milloff's
perweek's elections. The Student
fonuance mocks my optimism
Government
Association is
and reinforces the generally
deeply indebted to the entire All
gloomy opinion of Pundit on our
Campus Election Board and
campus that he owes all of 1!S an
especially to those members who
apology.
Yours incerely,
took part in the five hour
Ivan Strenski
marathon of ballot tabulation.
Ed. Note
I would also like to cnnunend
.. Unfortunately, Mr. Slrenski, the PUNDIT for their fin'
and possibly
others
were editorial
encouraging
par·
wOllnded.by particular articles. in ticipatio~,
and the election
!he prevIous newspaper. A sabre coverage in the last three ISSUes,
IS
not meant to be taken
But my utmost appreciation ~
s e r.i 0 u sly.
Dis cuss i n g extended to all of the candidates,
Lith uanians,
Rumanians,
winners and los~:'s alike - allof
Italians l.na satiriicallight is not 71.
demeamng
to them,
it is
(Continued Ou pagelO\
demeamng to all such prejudicial
attitudes which seriously exlst.

Ave .• New York. N.Y. 10017

Kevin Kell~~t,,--,,,,~
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Lyman Allym
finally
reopens
By NINA GEORGE

After two years ri renovation
and reorganization
of its
collection,
the Lyman
Allyn
Museum located on Connecticul
College grounds, will reopen for
public visitors on Friday, April
13. Art lovers can Iod< forward to

the museum's
Primitive
and
Oriental art collections, as well
as an exhibit of ledieval relics.
The Palmer
Wing features
Colonial American art, especially
Connecticut works. as well as
furniture and entire decoraled
period rooms. Also of interest is
the French room and a special
collection of dolls' furniture and
accessories.
Fine paintings and
prints are also displayed,
Regular hours for the museum
will be 1;00 to 5;00 p.m., Tuesday
throogh Saturday;
2:00 10 5;00
p.rn., Sunday; Closed Monday.

Fanning fantasia
By NINA GEORGE
Presidenl Shain announced last
week he hoped Conn. would have
another
Summer
Study Commission this year. II would be
concerned
with examining
the
issues of academic
staffing and
tenure. Whelher the college is
using the righl guidelines
for
possible reduclion of the facully
(for budgetary
purposes)
and
changes in the present criteria
for tenure will be studied. The
commission mighl also look into
the queslion of more efficienl
budgel reductions in aU areas of
adminislrative
spending.
Presidenl Shain suggested
this
could be done through comparing
Conn. with other similar colleges
and examining
the alternatives
they ha ve used in ma tters of
economy.
The commission
would be
composed of 5 faculty members,
2 administrators,
and 2 stlldent.!.
(Laurie
Lesser
will decide
whether the stlldents
shall be
elected or appointed).
"Small honorariums
will be

given to these peope,"

The Summer
Study recom,
mendations will be made to the
college and to Presidenl Shain
the following fall. The report
would be merely a proposal. not a
decided program.
President Shain also disclosed
thai the estate of a former faculty
member, Miss Margaret
Kelly,
has been willed to the college.
The value of the Kelly estate is
estimated al $80,000. Due to the
lengthy procedure of settling the
will (Miss Kelly was deceased
this year) the college will nol
receive the benefits for aboul a
year.
Miss Kelly came to Connecticut
College in 1932 as an associale
professor of Chemislry. She was
a member of Ihe faculty until
1952, and had kepi in constanl
contacl with the school since her

retirement. No restrictions were
placed upon the use of the estale,
but according to Dr. John Detmold, Direclor of Developmenl,
President Shain will surely wish
the college 10 use this bequesl to
associate Miss Kelly's name with
Conn. in some way, as a
memorial
10 her devotion and
generosi ty.

said

President
Shain. He estimated
that lhe firsllwo weeks in June
would
be adequale
for Ihe

commission

to conducts

its

Learn to sip better
By Katby McGlvnn
At lasl the opportunity

Sameloff

has

nonexperts,

come for all you wine con-

society

of America

and In-

or

ternational,
a graduate
the
Culinary Institute in New Haven
specializing in wines.
Saturday
afternoon,
Mr.

of

that

or simply what's a good, cheap
wine for a Saturday evening •..
he's willing to answer any and all
of these questions.
The intent ol Mr. Samelolf and
the proprietor
of the Yellow
Fronl
Package
Siore,
Ed.
Kramer is to in the words ,j Mr.

Kramer,

is ex-

Election Committee:
Jan Majewski reported that the
election board is in favor of the
two-thirds
quorum as il now
exists. On behalf ol election
board,
she moved
Ihat
the
Charter
and By-laws
ol the
Student Governmenl be amended
to read;
SECTIO
I, ARTICLE m, OF
THE CHARTER OF STUDENT
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION;
All
malriculaled
un·
dergraduate
and
graduate
sludents of Connecticul College
are members of the Associalion.
All malriculated
undergraduale
students are voting members of
the Association. All matriculaled
graduate stlldents who register
with Ihe Associalion on the third
Tuesday of the fall and-or spring
semesters are voting members of
the Association.
SECTION II, ARTICLE
I, B
(addition) 6 OF THE BY·LA WS
OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT

ASSOCIA TIO, ';
The VIce-President
in coojunction with the Election Board
is responsible
for holdlllg
a
registration
day on the third
Tue!rlay ,j the fall and-or spring
semester
for all malriculaled
graduate students ,j Connecticul
College.
The motion was seconded and

passed III-I.
Judiciary Board:
Procedure
Packets
will be
mailed to the House Presidents
this week. to be posted in all
the dorms. Michael Lederman
moved
thai Ihe Charter
be
changed (Article IV, section 2.
Paragraph
C, 2) to read;
Should a member vacate his-

or

her position mid-year

I

a class

election will be held within two
weeks.
The motion was seconded and
passed unanimously.
OLD BUSfNESS;
The letter to Mr. Rhyne concermng transcripts was read by
Harold Rosenberg. It was moved
thai Ihe letter be senl 10 Mr.
Rhyne with carbon
copies to
Presidenl Shain and Dean Jor·
dan. The motion was seconded
and passed.
A motion was Introduced
10
change the election quorum 10 a
simple
majorily
for Siudeni
Government Association elec~
tions. II was moved lhal Article
III, Section A. 10of the By-laws of
the
Siudeni
Governmenl
Association be amended t<> read:
"A simple majorily
of the
Student Body musl vote in order

to constitute a valid election."
The motion was seconded and
defealed by a vote of 111-3.Fur·
ther discussion on the possibilitv

"disseminate

Thursday

DeGl¥1lbia,

Janice

....
~
::!.

......~
...

.....

'"~
...

Alexander,

and Pal Whittaker.
The meeling adjourned
p.m.

al 7;45

Respectfully submilted,
Pat Whillaker
Secretary

Students to dine with Soul
black-eyed peas taste like or ham
hocks and collard greens? Well if
you have, you'll be glad to know
thai you don 'I have to make the
trip down to North Carolina or
Georgia to Iry some. Thanks to
Kay Young and a few other
energetic members of the Black
Community,
Conn. CoUege is
going 10 have a "Soul Food
Dinner" right here on this Friday
evening, April 13. The only effort
you adventurous
gourmet.! have
to make is to walk into your
dining rooms and select from a
menu thai includes those blackeyed peas, ham hocks. collard

greens,

as

well

as

barbecued

spareribs, fried chicken, and

rorn

bread.
This is nol the firsl

time

a

usoul·food" dinner has been
served on campus - the black
community
has often gollen

together over "soul_food" - but
this is the firsl time thai the
whole campus will have the same
~portunity.
The planners of this
"AU-Campus Soul Food Dinner"
hope thai this evenl will serve 10
bring the black community and
white community on campus a
little closer
together.
In the
words of Kay Young, the principal organizer, the purpose is 10

Upromote goodwill" and Ustart
things rolling" between the two
communities.
For all of us en·
domorphs
this
evenl
also
promises to be an experience
in
eating.
So on this Friday evening go
and enjoy some "soul cooking."
Try ii, you'U love il. After dining,
the Black Theater
Workshop
invites you aU to come to· the
Main Lounge in Cro al 7;30 for
Poelry
R.adings
by
four
members
of the Black Com·
munity - Bob Williams, Karyn
Trader, Linda Smith and Jimmy
Jones followed by a jam sessim.
Admissioo
free. So take
ad·
vantage! !
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April 19

in the Main Lounge of Cro

E

EW BUSINESS:
Peggy
Brill
explained
a
proposal 10 change Ihe calendar
for next fall so the freshmen will
have one day on campus before
the upperclassmen
arrive.
The
motion passed 111-2.
Kenny Kabel announced
that
he would like to starl the "Pig"
Book again for next year's freshmen. Any interested
students
should contact him in Harkness.
He will reporl again when final
figures
are
available
from
prinlers.
A. a resull of a recenl incidenl
on campus, a subcommillee
was
formed to improve lighting on
campus.
The members
are;
Michael
Lederman,
Nancy

knowledge aboul wine" in order
to increase their enjoyment ol il
So welcome one, welCOOle all
Go and converse
wilh
Mr.
Sameloff and find oul about the
"drink of Dionysus". All you teatoters hurry-up down there so you
can find oul "Everything
you
wanted to Know About Wine but
were Afraid to ASK????! ~!"

Come and see the
Royal Family of China
on

to us,

seasoning, cotiting with wine. , ,
what determines a vintage wine

Brescome Distributors, Windsor,
Conn.
Mr. Sameloff is the man who
knows all there is to know aboul
this beverage that has warmed
the hearts and palates of manY
throoghout the ages. For thirtee",
years, he has been involved in
the prolessional stlldy of winesa cum
laude.
gradua e of
Grossman's
School of Wines, a
member
of the taste de vine

some

department

pected.
A subcommittee
of
Student
Governmenl
will be
appoinled 10 work with Ms. Lee
on this protect,

Have you ever wondered what

knowledge
he has acquired
throughout the years. Whatever
you want to know aboul wine just
ask Mr. Sameloff. Marinating,

noisseurs and lea-toters alike to
incl'ease your knowledge of thai
spirited beverage-vi no ! This
Saturday
afternoon,
April 14,
from 12:30 p.m. to 4;30 p.m. the
YeUow Front
Package
Siore
proudly hosts the appearance
of
Mr. Lawrence
M. Samelolf of

April 4, 1973 . 6;30 p.rn.
A:. ,·Otr.\CE;: tE. rrs.
There will be a pari)' in K.B.
Salurday. April 7, al 9;00 p.m,
AdmISSIOn will be 75 cents.
REPORTS
Placement Off,ce and StIldent
Emplo)'ment.
Letters have been
sent to faculty members
and
departments asking for possible
student jobs. Physical Planl has
several students working now on
an experimental
baSIS. The
Bookshop
hopes 10 increase
studenl help in the future. Paid
BeU Duties will be abolished next
year, so, no net gain in the

tewenng

the qUOnJID for
committee elections was tabled.
Rickey Cohen explained
the
new procedure
for appointing
Freslunen
Advisors. The comrnittee Ul charge ,j appointments
would be; Dean King, Cbainnan
of lhe freshmen
crtent ation
program,
Studenl
Governmenl
President
and Vice-President,
and five House Presidents.
The
new plan was approved
by
Student Assembly.
After considerable
dLscussion
aboul the problems involved in
the MeaUess
Weeks.
il was
suggested that the firsl week in
Aprol be set aside as a Meatless
Week.
,j

By KATHY MC GLYNN

hopes to imparl

z

Student Assembly minutes

residence

research.

c:

La~rence Sameloff. wine expert

..

Ad
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The Ad Hoc Housing

Corn-

N mittee for 1973-74is listed below.
- Information
concerning
the
.;: housing procedures
will be
... published when all arrangements
<t are final. The members of the
I- committee will attempt to answer any questions concerning
Z the procedures once they have
~ been published.

a

,

,

'

Ms Adams speaks

hoc housing
committee

&

NAME
Lincoln Baxter
Peter Belson,
Rickey Cohn
Susie Compton
Seth Cummins
Louise DeCamp
Elizabeth Goldsen
June Greeley
Barbara Green
Barbara Hadley
Sophia Hantzes
Bonnie Kimmel
Pat Kelley
Charles Morrisson
Lynette Navez
Debbie Pope
Harold Rosenberg
, John Tarbox

•
74
74
74

Marcia Testa
Susan Wittpen
Beth Yurchesen
DORMITORY
Blunt
ParkMorrisson
Addams
Freeman
Park
Larrabee

BOX
119
87
231
216
262
307
652
499
500
711
770
832
633
895
908
986
1209
1235
1239
1296
1852

CLASS
75 Lambdin
76 Blunt
75 'Lambdin
74 Morrisson
73 Lambdin
75' Freeman
75 .Harkness
76 Morrisson
76 Freeman
75 Blunt '
74 Freeman
75 Branford
74 Lambdin
74 Park
74
74
75
Margaret Watson
74
Dean of Student Activities

Miss Ruth M. Adams, the
former president of Wellesley,
one of the most' prestiglOOS
women'scollegesm the East, an~
currently
vice president
0
Dartmouth, one of th~ oldwille~t
•
men's colleges in the nation,
speak Tuesday (April 17) at ~:oo
p.m. in Oliva Hall at Connecticut
College. Her iecture, open to ~
public, is entitled "Unasham
Success. "
.'
A specialist
in VlCtOrl~n
litera~ure whose career 10
education spans four decades~
MISSAdams began teaching at
secondary school m 1935, and a
year later hecame a teaching
fellow and tutor at Harvard,

The Academic Myth
By BILL TOVIAN

By AMY GUSS
Rob Hernandez's
active interest in ecology may be verified
by the number
of research
projects he has heen involved in.
For the past five years, Hernandez has, in conjunction with a
graduate
student at Cornell
University, conducted an intensive study of the Osprey - a
bird related to the .bald eagle.
The-Osprey, once thriving.on the
east coast, was hecoming extinct·
due to the widespread use of
pesticides. Initial awareness of
their extermination
occurred
during the early 1960's. In the
course of their intensive study
made possible with grants from
the National Science Foundation,
Hernandez and associate were
able to prove several hypotheses.
Based on their observation of
female Ospreys, they were able
to conclude that pesticides were
preventing
the females from
reproducing
young birds. In
addition
their discovery
of
mercury' and d.d, t. traces in
female Osprey eggs enabled
them to indict man as the
Osprey's molester.
Other projects which examine
man's detrimental acts towards
his environment
include Hernandez' studies of natural areas,
andof the Black Crowned Herron
bird which shares the same fate
as the Osprey. Hernandez feels
that these research projects have
heen very valuable educational
and s~ial experience; in his own

a
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RAM ramblings

Connecticut College takes pride
in presenting to the co~unity,
a
glowing seH·image that mcludes
acknowledging the pursuit of
serious intellectual endeavor.
Phrases like "high academic
standard" "Student curiosity"
,
"
and "professional competence
are mechanically tossed about
when discussing the atmosphere
at Connecticut College. Admission
into its hallowed
hallways,
somehow implies
acceptance into a select group of
academic elite joined together m
words "these studies are more
a communal search' for Platonic
than what they appear to be on
heauty and truth. Presumably
the surface. I can understand the
the Connecticut College student
composition
of the ecology
has by-passed the less expensive,
system and man's role in the
easier to he admitted to state
system. The more I learn and
school hecause he is concerned
experience from these studies,
enough aboui his education to
the more I come to the realization
desire an intense learning ex.
that there still is a lot I do not'
perience in a small personalized
know. The learning process is so
environment. In the lingo of the
unhelievably complex, exciting,
pseudo hip, it's a time to do some
and beyond' the knowledge that I
"heavy thinking" to cultivate a
have acquired, I bave come in
creative bent.
contact with so many people."
Every year students are lured
Dedicated to learning all he can
to the Connecticut
College
about ecology, Hernandez is a
campus by the same rhetorical
member
of a' conservation
, appeal a high level of academic
commission in his home-town.
achievement evident from the
Moreover, in his efforts to instudent high school record, has
terpret ecology to the layman, he
made one eligible for the
has spoken and presentedpapers
challenging
'world
of the
at conferences,
schools and
scholastically motivated to be
various organizations. In the
found at Connecticut College.
future,
Hernandez
hopes to
Every year students almost
pursue a career in the field of patriotically answer the call by
research biology. He in addition
dutifully trampling off to Con.
hopes to write articles
on
necticut College, inspired by tbe
ecological problems that any
knowledge that they .have earned
nonscientifically oriented person
admittance to an exclusive club.
would enjoy reading. He looks up
More important than Connecticut
to Dr, Niering as his model. "I
want to be like Dr. Niering,
'conducting
research; and f
hecoming involved in all the
aspirations of nature. I look to the
philosophies of nature as -rny
ideal. Man must realize that his
preservation is dependent upon
his coexistence with nature. His
'struggle to conquer nature will
only bring about man's annihilation.

Pundit Profile:
Robert Hernandez

Ms Ada ms

for~~eHh~.~t
Radlifl
College within a few years c e
By 1960, the prom;
educator was appointed dea~enl
Douglass College, the wome ~
unit of Rutgers University wh n s
for six years she directed ~~
educational program for almos~
3,000 students.
A grant from the Ford F
dation in the 1950's supported~definitive biographical study e;
the
19th century
Eng!' °h
hil th ropls. Angela Burdett
IS
plan
Coutts.'
Miss Adams comes to the
college under the auspices of Phi
Beta Kappa Associates Lee_
tureship.

College's potential as a center for
higher learning is the notion, that
although Connecticut College
may not quite have the prestige
of the Ivies and may be considered just a ~H ~ister:of the
feminine seven, It still maintains
its above the water level of
prestige school respectibility.
The overblown image -Connecticut College preserves of self
motivated academic compatriots
assembled
together
for the
pursuit of higher learning is a
fraud that bursts on entrance into
the typical classroom.
Entering a classroom is like
entering
the city morgue;
Nobody wants to be there.
Students sit in stony silence
barely noticing those around
them. A professor once took attendance in his class and noticed
that students did not even have
the interest to look around to see
who their classmates were. The
professor then proceeded
to
remind the students that, they
would be with each other all
semester and it would be to their
advantage to learn each others
names.
Of course, there is little incentive to do this when in an unduly large number of classroom
situations students are expected
to play no greater a role than that
of a secretary taking a boss'
dictation. With pens discharging
in a blaze of ink and hands sliding
violently across white lined
paper, the student's chance for
interaction with the professor or
another student is lost; never
mind what's heing said; get it all
down is the call of the moment.

--

The situation is furthsr hindered
by
the
professor
(sometimes with his head buried
in his notes), resolved to cover a
predetermined
amount
of
material in the class period. The
short calendar
requires the
professor to rush and exclude.
There may be time for questions
and comments but these are
allowed only to convey a false
impression
of student
involvement.
If students do squirm out of
their zombie note-taking position
to become speaking participants,
they contribute to the classroom
fiasco
by addressing
their
comments solely to the professor.
Rarely do students turn to other
students to ask them a question
or for clarification of a point. The
object of participating in class is
to impress the professor rather
than become familiar with a
particular subject matter.
.
The manner in which education
is being spread in the classroom
at Connecticut
College IS a
problem of deep reaching co~·
sequences. Failure to confront It
is to propogate the facade that
Connecticut College is a true
academic
community. If thls
school wishes to promote this
image with any semblance of
honesty,
it must make the
classroom a more rewardmg
educational experience. Not to
means a preservation
of Its
present whispered about ima~e:
Connecticut College is nothing
more than a prep school geared
for irresponsible
rich people,
drawing a girl's finishing school
education.

,
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Campus column
On March TI, Mister Cranz and
Mister Reiss spoke at an informative lecture entitled "What
Are We Up To." PUNDIT
believes that what these two men
said was extremely valuable and
worthwhile. Since the turnwt for
the talks was relatively small;
PUNDIT has invited Mr. Cranz
and Mr. Reiss to reprint the text
of their speeches under the
"Campus Column." PUNDIT
encourages you to read them.
By LESTER REISS
I'm going to speak of our new
academic plan without saying
very much directly about it. 1
think: there is a circwnstance or
situation which occurs well in
advance of that plan, and that we
must acknowledge
and understand that situation belore
coming to terms with the plan
itself. 1 believe that unless that
circumstance
is confronted
directly by all of us, we - both
students and faculty - will
sleepwalk our way through the
academic
plan, and it will
therefore fail. And I do believe
that its failure will be a seriws
loss to the College as an
academic institution, and to the
students whom that institution is
supposed to serve.
During the last lifteen years,
beginning 1 suppose with the
publication of Paul Goodman's
Compulsory Mis-education and
the Community of Scholars, a
relentless onslaught of criticism
has been directed at higher
education in the United States.
When you cut through the
complexities of rhetoric and the
melodrama of ideology, you lind
the main indictment raised
against what we do is that it is
mindless and inhumane. I think
that each of us can testlly from
our own experience in some way
to conform that indictment 1
recall my first day as a freshmen
at Yale during the Fall of 1951.
My first class was English 25 from Chaucer to T.S. Eliot, and I
sat along with forty-five other
students wailing for the instructor to arrive. In he walked,
and since I came to Yale from
Central
High
School
in
Bridgeport, COM., this was the
first time I had ever seen a
member of a university faculty.
He was dressed from head to fool
in thick Harris tweed, and he
carried what I later earne to
recognize as a Harvard book bag.
He sat down at the desk in the
front of the room, unleaded his
book bag, and this was the first
thing he said to us, and the first
thing that was ever said to me by
a college professor: "I am not a
big enough man in the English
department to give a grade above
79." Given my Bridgeport, Conn.
background, 1 didn't understand
the gentility of the situation, and
so 1 raised my hand and asked
him where we could find someone
who was big enough. And
although 1 do know from other
students at Yale suring tbose
years that my experience may
not have been very typical, I
must admit that it was pretty
much down hill for me during
that period, and it was only when
1 got to graduate school that I
found humaneness and mind
involvement in what we were all
doing.
Something is wrong with the
liberal arts college. And there is

What are we up to ?
even something wrong with the

dispute about what is wrong with
the liberal arts college. We've
been arguing for quite some time
about the presence or absence ri
requirements, wbether we should
be coerced or be free, whether we
should study foreign languages
and science, whether we should
be criticized, evaluated, and
graded, whether degrees should
be granted, and even whether the
academic year should begin
before or after Labor Day. What
this kind of discussion does is to
disguise from us the very complex historical and philosophical
context to which we belong, by
which we are confined, and which
does stand as the reason for our
dlssalisfction with education. 1
now want to talk about that
context.
We are members of the contemporary world, and if we listen
very carefully to those witnesses
whospeakashonestly as they can
about what it's like to belong to
this kind of world, such as
Nietzsche,
Camus,
Sar tr-e,
Heidegger, Rollo May, and even
perhaps R.D. Laing, we find that
it's an experience [or us of

fragmentation, alienation, absurdity, and apathy. It's that
context, our life in the contemporary world, that I think we
have to acknowledge and understand
before
we
can
significantly participate in the
sort of academic plan this College
has recently adopted. That is, we
have to come back to ourselves
and to the world to which we
belong, and we have to see as
clearly and directly as we can
what it's like for us to be as we
are in that kind of world, and how
our being in the world is so
radically different from the way
persons were in their world
during previous
historical

the one civilization to which they
belonged. It made very good
sense for someone to say. for
example, that he and every one
else he knew shared a covenant
with Jahweh or was a citizen of
the Athenian polis, or a citizen of
Rome. or was one in fellowshio
with Christ, or that, even later,
we all belong In the Western
tradition and are members of
Western civilization. When that
was true, it made even better
sense to impose a single set ri
common forms ri understanding,
belief, value. and commitment on
all persons. if one were to belong
to the civilization, and you really
didn't have that much choice, you
were expected to share with
everyone else the necessary
conditions
which permitted
everyone to be within that
civilization. There was a single

LOGOS, or intelligible structure,
or arrangement of symbolic
forms!

that

everyone

was ex-

pected to embody and practice.
For a recent exampie of this
notion of a single order, I refer
you to the 1967 Connecticut
College Catalogue, pages 51-53,
under the title: The General
Group. There you will discover
that the College believed a liberal
arts education should include an
understanding of the Western
tradition in its main forms of
thought and action, and so certai n courses are to be elected by
all students. As an introduction to
the Western
tradition,
all
students will elect a year course
in European history and will
demonstrate
a satisfactory
background in American history.
To attain prriiciency in English
composition and uhderstanding
of literature at the college level,
all students will take a semester
course in composition and a year
course in literature, To acquire

mr.
lester
reiss

periods. What's wrong with the
liberal art college is what's
wrong with us - a very peculiar
sort of amnesia which encourages us to remember who we
were but prevents us from
recalling who we now are.
Once upon a time, one could

say that every person one knew
belonged to the same civilization
or world; that eachpersonshared
with all others common forms of
understanding,
evaluation,
expression, and feeling; that within
each person, there was to some

degree every other person; and
that within all persons, there was

knowledge of another culture in
its own language, all students will
take at least a year course in
foreign language and literature.
And, since all students sbould
have some experience with the
main types of thought within the
Western tradition, all students
will take one semester course in
the
precise
language
of
mathematics or logic., one year
course in a natural science with
laboratory, one year ecorse in a

social science, one semester
course in the arts, and finally one
semester course in philosophy or
religion, with an important

''I

Z

compassion in the contemporary
c:Z
world in which individuals and c_
groups hold very different
~
commitments and alleg","ces;
but despite
the irreducible:
plurality of persons, groups, ~.
goals, commitments, and values,
we do think and act together ~
under historical conditions of _
verv rapid cha.'Re? And then, the ~
plan goes on to say. that the ...
College believes - that is, we ~
believe - that there is no single ...
answer to that question, and so it ..
imposes no one academic plan r1 '"
group, distribution, or course
requirements on each and every
student. And then, we go on to
say we believe that unless a
student's academic program is
designed to respond in some way
to that question and to the
resources which are needed by
every student in the construction
of his own answer, liberal
education as a whole is mindless,
and the liberal arts college will
have abandoned its crucial and
unique responsibility
to its
students and their society.
Now, why all ri this? We do not
all belong any longer to the same
world or to the same civilization.
What is so conspicuous about the
contemporary period is the absence of the sense of a cornmon
world or a common civiliZlltion to
which we all belong. In place of a
single world or single civilization,
we all find an irreducible
plurality of worlds or civilization.
But the plurality is even.
Now, why all of this? We do not
. all belong any longer to the same
world or to the same civilization.
What Is so conspicuous about the
contemporary
period is the

postscript:
the
College
recognized the importance of
cultivating and maintaining good
habits of health, and so it
required participation
in a
regular program of physical
education - that is, twice a week
during
the freshman
and
sophomore years.
It's much too easy to make fun
of that set of General Group
requirements. It's not an object
of com tempt, or ridicule, or ci
obscenity. That General Group
was once our LOGOS, our
national
structure,
our
arrangement of symbolic forms;
and we were mistaken only in one
respect- that we considered it to
be the one and only true way for
each and anyone of us to be
educated in the liberal arts
tradition whose purpose is after
all to liberate from ignorance,
dogma, and superstition. And the
mistake was a very natural one to
make. Plato had his sense of
LOGOS and
so
did
his
civilization. Newton had his sense
of LOGOS and so dis his
civilization. And as-recently as
six years ago, we had our sense of
LOGOS, which we believed to be
the rational structure of our
Western
tradition
and
civilization.
The new academic plan of this
College asks each student to
provide his own answer to what it
considers
to be the central
question of any liberal arts
education. Before I riase that
question
and discuss
the
revoluntionary
consequences
which follow from it, 1 want to
respond to what I've heard some
people say about it: that it's
clap-trap, that it's a not too
impressive piece of rhetoric, that
it's a kind of academic boy scout
oath; and that we really don't
mean it My response is to say
that unless we do mean it, and
unless it is meaningful, we are all
in very serious trouble. We will
have constructed an elaborate
and complex verbal excuse
whose main practical effect will
bave been to eliminate
the
language requirement and to
reduce the science requirement,
and if this is what we've done and
all that we've done - to reduce
and eliminate requirements, we
are guilty ri stupidity and am-

I

absence of the sense of a common
world or a common civilization to

which we all belong. In place of a
single world or single civilization, we ali find an irreducible
plurality of worlds or civilization.
But the plurality is even more
extensive and extreme: it's as if
each person is his own world or
civilization, so that one finds a
multiplicity of individual persons, each in his own individual
world or civilization. To cite a
very old ctalm from a very interesting classical Greek sophist:
man is the measure of all things
and each man the measure of all
things, of things that are that
they are, and of things that are
not that they are not Protagoras
was nota subjectivist Each man,
in his own world, had his own
LOGOS - rational structure arrangement of ..ymbolic forms,
for himself and his world. A
plurality of persons, and worlds,
and LOGOI of persons and world.
That situation is objectively real
along with the multiplicity and
relativity which it discloses.
Each person in his own world
as his own Absolute was a
situation that horrified Plato. It
drove him to dialogue and to
philosophy, and to his own claim
that un less there was some overall rational structure or LOGOS
of world to which every person
and the society of which be was a
member belonged, then one could
expect
incoherence
and
fragmentation among persons in
the state, and within each psycbe
or soul. Plato was right about the
consequences. wlrich follow from
the Protagorean multiplicity and
reativity of persons, worlds and
LOGO!. It's one hell of a mess,
but notice how ciosely
it
resembles rof mess, Plato was
nesia.
able to do something about it
The question, in my translation
which is not available to us as a
of the plan : what does it mean to
live with understanding
and
(Continued On Page 10)
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By Cynthia Zahoru!ko
As I walked into his room, I
Baxter
immediately felt encompassed
by the sensitivity of Darto, the
artist. As we talked, Dario told
me that his singing career began
as many singing careers begin:
singing in church choirs, As his
life progressed, his semor year in
high school offered one of his first
big opportunities. As a semor, he
Beethoven's Sonata No.9 Op, 47 participated in the Cambridge
Opera workshop whic~ was
in A major followed the inbasically a theatre for children.
termission. This was by far the
One
of his most memorable
prettiest
and most fluently
played piece on the program. All . productions' as a part of this
three movements went very well. group was Down In the Valley.
Like his older sister, who is an
The Presto in the first movement
opera singer in Philadelphia's
was quite flashy and well
Lyric Company, Dario too wishes

notes

';:
~

~"---------------_--!

~ Ingram presents senior recital
::J
Q.

Some very difficult music was
heard Thursday, April 5, when
June Ingram played her senior
violin recital,
The program began with a
Passacaglia
by Biber
for
unaccompanied violin. It was a
difficult work which employed
chords of multible stops. It was a
difficult piece to begin with for it
afforded little time to loosen up.
The second nwnber was the
Concerto NO.2 Op, 22 in D minor
of Wieniawsky. While written for
orchestra and violin, a piano
reduction play by Eliza Garth
accompanied June on this piece.

executed. The second movement
which was a set of variations, and

the third movement
which
featured very fast and difficult
passages of scales were both
excellently performed.
Of the three pieces presented,
the Beethoven was the best
played and the most enjoyable.

to pursue a career in opera. He
had been singing for a long time,
and when it came time to choose
an appropriate college to attend,
Dario, realizing, in part, the
talents he possessed,
chose
Connecticut College, a liberal
arts college, over a conservatory
of music. His reasoning behind
such a choice was his desire for a
well-rounded education which a
liberal arts college could provide,'
but also because he felt Connecticut College could provide
him with the background he
would need to succeed and
nourish in the tough. musical
competition outside of the confines of college. Not only is Dario
interested in majoring in voice
here at Connecticut College, but
because he believes this goes
"hand-in-hand" with stage and

theater, he is considering a
combined major in theatre .
Already Dario has undoubtedlv
established himself here as one"
the most proficient baritones
Connecticut College has known,
He is presently a member of the
Connecticut College Madrigal
Chorus a mixed chorus of male
and f~male voices under the
direction of Mr. Paul Althouse.
Dario really enjoys Madrigals.
However, he is disappointed that
there is not more male participation in this chorus. As Dario
says "Madrigals can't exist
with~ut more guys!" This is
threatening to become a more
serious problem because Mr.
Althouse must teach more
classes next year. As a result, he
will have less time to devote to
directing both the Madrigal
Chorus and the Connecticut
College'
Women's
Chorus.
Because of this, one may have to
be eliminated. As it looks now,
unless more males participate,
Dario believes that it will be the
Madrigal chorus which will
unfortunately
disappear,
and
there will then be no male chorus
participation on campus. Dario
believes that the main reason
-that guys aren't attracted to join
Madrigals is because there is no
real incentive to encourage
participation. Unlike the Connecticut College Women's Chorus '
who travel to such places as
Columbia in New York, Lehigh in
Pennsylvania and other places
for concerts and who travelled

Dario Coletta

photo by

Shwiffs put down Dukes
l
June Ingram and Eliza Garth
photo by paine
It is this reviewer's feeling that
an
orchestra
cannot
be
duplicated with a piano. This
detracted from the performance.
However, the music was very
difficult and June played quite
well. Of particular note was the
cadenza at the end of the first
movement which was played
virtuosically.

While the Biber
and
the
Wieniawski were not poorly
played, I feel that because of the
extreme
difficulty
of these
pieces, the performance seemed
a little nesitant. In appreciation
of her performance
an overwhelmingly
enthusiastic
audience Irought June back to
the stage three times. L.B.

Three-pen ny Opera
•••••••
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By r:tobert Fisber
Tuesday night momentous
misical history was made. The
Dukesmrn, the Yale close har'mony group, met the reliable
Conn Shwiffs on Conn's home
turf.

competition, the Dukesman.

I

The match opened with the Shwiffsbelting out the traditional
"Low Bridge." This was followed
by "Pretty World'" and "Taking
it in."
The' Shwiffs
then
regrouped and continued to drive
the large audience to ecstasy
with "Hideaway," "Shore,' and
"Jukebox:" In their final rally,
the Sh)Viffs culminated their
outstanding. musical talent with
"I get a kick out of you," "Rainy

ORR RR 0 00 go. 0 I 00 0 0 0 0 •••

Days," and "In the Still."
The jubilant and exciting attitude of the Shwiff team members
created a tone of happiriess and
enjoyment which pleased the
audience but intilnidated the

010.00.

With the Shwiffs establishing
such rigid _standards,
the
Dukesmen entered the field,
apprehensive of their ability.
"Alexander's Ragtime Band"
was the initial Duke nwnber. The
group seemed to posses definite
talent, almost equal with Shwiffs
prowess. Their repetoire was
somewhat.
more
elaborate,
ranging from a French love song
performed- in French to "Day by

Day" from the Broadway show
Godspell to a Yale interpretation
of how the Wright Brothers,
Newton, and Colwnbus made
their contributions to the world.
The talent of the Dukesmen
was outstanding and their performance was enjoyable. They
represented stiff competition for
the Shwiffs and possibly they
would conquer these young ladies
in another match on a different
playing field.
This writer would have to allow
his personal bias to intervene
when stating that the Shwiffs'
easily surpassed the Dukesmen.
But for the sake of maintalOmg
his personal safety, he will.

ROO. R•• 0 0 0 -

RRlA show worth the dough

By Bob Himes
The Threepenny Opera will
make iis debut at Connecticut
College a week from tonight The
play by Bertolt .Brecht, with
music by Kurt Weill, first appeared in Berlin in 1928. The
avant-garde nature of Brecht's
theatre appealed to the German
sense in the pre-Nazi years.

which was more in keeping wjth
the cabaret style of the period.
The design of the theatre
resembles
that of the local
cabaret with Welill's jazz band
directly on stage and placards
announcing each song as it
relates to the dramatic action.

Theatre One has retained many
Brecht believed in a new
concept of epic theatre which of Brecht'S original designs,
while offering their own inopposed
the
Aristotelian
tradition. Instead of creating a terpretation of Brechtian drama.
catharsis in the spectator by Playing the role of Mack the
visualizing
some more lofty Knife is Dario Coletta who had
problem, Brecht employed a sort the lead in the Play pf Daniel.
of topical drama that would have Molly Cheek from Moon Children
immediate effect.
.
will play the part of his lover,
sweet Polly Peachwn. Mr. and
Mrs: Peachwn, defenders of the
In Threepenny, he separated
bourgeouis ethic. will be porthe music from the dialogue

trayed by Chris Paugh and
Madeline Robbins, respectively.
David Case will play the
Streetsinger and Andy Morse
Tiger Brown (the Police Com:
missioner) .
The show opens with the actors
stealing the stage from a political
rally for Warren G. Harding. It
will be up to the audience to sense
the importance of tIlis theatrical
digression. Brecht would have
desired that effect.
The performances will be April
19, 20, 21 and 22 at 8:00 p.m, in
Palmer Auditoriwn. Tickets are
available at the Palmer box
office daily from 9 until noon and
offer a discount of $.50 for
students with I.D, ~

Shwiffs shwing _
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a sensitive artist
abroad last swnmer on tour; the
Madrigal chorus perform only
several large concerts.
But
without mare male participation
to begin with, exciting and more
extensive concert tours cannot be
scheduled. A stalemate . . .
Perhaps
Daria's
most
memorable

experience

with the

When asked what was in tine
for the immediate future, Daria
talked excitedly about this
summer when he hopes to be at
the Long Wharf Theatre in ew
Haven. Through the efforts and
collaboration
largely of Jim
Crabtree and Bill Harwood, the
Long Wharf Theatre will present
four productions
including:
Carousel, The Marriage
of
Figaro, Don Giovanni, and
Gypsy. Hopefully Daria will be a
member of the theatre group to
experience such a tremendous
opportunity and voyage through
another
phase of musical
training.
Next year, Daria has vague
desires of studying in Italy, most
importantly because he wants to
learn Italian fluently, as it is such
an important language for his

Madrigals will be his role as
Daniel in the operatic play, The
Song 01 Daniel For him, it was a
totally new experience being
performed in Latin as it was.
Dario's latest performance was
in New Haven where he held' the
supporting role in The Coronation
01 Poppea, (L'incoronazione di
Poppea, in Italian). He obtained
this role through Mr. Jim
Crabtree. This also was a very
new and exciting experience for
both Mr. Crabtree and Daria.
operatic career. To become a
First 01 all, this production was
done in its native language, the professional, Dario realizes that
he must attain fluency in Gerfirst production in a foreign
man, Italian, French and English
language for Jim Crabtree and
to give full meaning to the
the first in Italian for Daria.
When asked how the turnout of original versions of the music he
will want to sing. What better
people was for the production,
way than to live and study in the
Daria said that it was sold out at
native country?
all 01 its performances. He felt
After finishing his four years at
that what helped people unCOnnecticut College, Dario hopes
derstand this opera, though in
to go onto Julliard or some
Italian, was that Mr. Crabtree
graduate school. Asked if he ever
(producer-director)
purposely
thought he'd become famous,
made all the actions of the
Daria replied, "Any person with
characters 01 the opera very
some realized talent dreams of
pointed
and explicit.
The
being well-known. At COnnecticut
elaborate set 01 this opera, just as
COllege I've become well-known.
important, if not more imporlant
But when I get out of here, I'll
than the stage set 01 other plays
just be one of the many with my
Or musicals, also helped in
talents. I believe that to make it
portraying the coronation of
you not only need contacts and
Poppea. Besides, no One should
the talent to succeed, but you
go to any such production without
need the drive and incentive to
briefly familiarizing themselves
make it." Something tells me
with a brief synopsis of the
that after he leaves, this
presentation first. In all, it was a
baritone, with his excitement,
very invigorating,
meaningful,
knowledge, talent and incentive,
and. opportune experience for
is going to make all of COnDaria.
proud of his aePresently, Daria has the lead of necticut
ccmplishments.
Mac the Knife in the COnnecticut
College production of Three
Penny Opera. For Daria, this
production is almost a "parody of
opera." Daria really enjoys his
By KAREN WINER
role in the musical because he
On
April
3rd, 1973, Dana Hall
believes it has a ureal message."
filled to capacity, to witness the
Besides this, he is presently
command performance of the
studying the German lieder of
great virtuoso of Spanish Guitar,
Shubert.
With
this
as
Miguel Rubio.
background, he will be appearing
The program itseif displayed
in a student recital on April 12,
the concert gui tarist's tremen1973, presenting some of his
dous abilities as a musician: it
Shubert Repertoire.
ranged from Classical composers
of the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries to South American and
Spanish composers of the 20th
century. Mr. Rubio seemed
equally comfortable at each level
demonstrating his far-reaching
skills in the many and vaned
techniques and styles of the

combined choruses

photo by paine

Combined Choruses Croon
Karen S. Winer
Sunday, April 8th was the date
01 the choral concert at the
Lehigh University Glee Club and
Connecticut College Chorus.
The overall impression at the
performance was one of general
disappointment, perhaps because
the presentation did not quite
meet the high standards which
are usually anticipated in a Conn.
Chorus
concert.
The performance seemed rather labored
instead of natural flowing. And,
the program was one generally
lacking in needed color and Inspiration.

The first piece in the program
was a cantata by J.S. Bach:
"Jesu meine Freode." The joined
choruses displayed the very intellectualism,
SUbtlety,
ana
control required by this sacred
religious Baroque work. The
prevailing sound was one 01
reverence and wonderful. harmonious blend. The chorus
seemed to work together rather
than as separate entities but
somehow a feeling of enthusiasm
in their singing was lacking. A

Mr. John Anthony. Altogether the
performance of this composition
exhibited accuracy but lacked in
fervor, in spite of the assured and
zealous direction of Mr. Paul
Althouse.
~e

next niece in thp nrosram

was one by Heinrich Schatz. In
his 84th Psalm Schatz has
adopted the polyehora! style 01
the Venetious as well as the
daring harmonies and text
illustration of the earlv Baroque
glorious and confident It is the
shades of mysticism, drama,
energy
and
utmost
expressiveness that mark the work
of this composer. All were conveyed to a limited degree by the
choruses.
The following section of the
program was executed by the
Lehigh Glee Club alone. They
nerformed works bv Alexander
Agricola,

Jacobus

Gallas,

Heinrich Schivtz, and Ralph
Vaughan Williams. The Schivtz
work, "Jubilate Deo in Chordis,"
was in its exuberant sounds and
in its fine displays of centerpoint.
The piece by Ralph Vaughan
definite plus in the piece's favor Williams, "Barlesca: Epitaph on
however, was the impeccable
John Jayberd of Diss" from Five
harpischord accompaniment of Tudor Portraits, added a sue-

cessful comic touch to the
program. They dynamics were
grand, the singing and piano
playing, fast and feverish. On the
whole, the performance of this
delightful piece was very admirable.
.. The high point of this entire
concert came at its very end with
a performance of the Benedicte
by Ralph Vaughan Williams. This
combined choruses were here
accompanielfbya strig quintet (2
violins, viola, cello, and oassj
and piano; and supplemented by
a soprano soloist. The instrumental accompaniment had
a tremendously enhancing effect
with
voices
initiating
lnstrumental
themes
and vice
versa. It was characteristically

expressive ano ncn in ItS narmonies, and seemed to vivify the
entire atmosphere. The soprano
soloist beautifully added to the
choruses already very good
performance in her pure and
masterful singing. The beauty,
serenity and vitality of this wtrk
brought the program
to a
magnificent close.
Thus, the concert did indeed
have its high points though it did
not satisfy the high set expetations of moot

Miguel Rubio strums to perfection, charms audience

different composers.

The program began with a
delightful piece by Gaspar Sanz:
"Espanoletta,
Folias,
and
Canarios."
There is a great
variance of tempo in this composition as it travels from andaute to allegro and approaches
prestissimo; but Rubio handled
the work with apt precision and
flexibility. The work also appeals
with its rich sonorities which
Rubio

photo by mishkit

somehow

seemed

to

magically evoke from his guitar.
One almost had the impression of
sounds being caressed from the
instrument.
Also, in this half of the program
were two traditional Gavottes by
J.S. Bach. In these pieces the
guitarist
demonstrated
his

deftness in handling complex and
exacting executions 01 Baroque
artistry. His fingers seemed
almost to glide effortlessly over
the
strings
exhibiting
remarkable
dexterity.
Mr.
Rubio's style here is interesting.
He appeared to hesitate at times,
usually before the strumming of a
full chord. Perhaps these were
just intentional effective pauses.
Another classical piece, Mateo
Carcassi's Prelude again showed
Rubio's adroitness. This composition is fact-paced
and
somewhat

chaotic,

thus

demanding dextrous fingering
which the artist did, indeed,
handle without flaw. The sound,
here, is generally that 01 classical
elegance yet, strangely, these are
modulations into more chromatic
harmonies, thus causing the work

to be 01 compelling intrigue in its
import.
This hal t of the concert ended
with an extremely virtuosic work
by the 17th century composer,
Ferdinando sor. The "Study,
Atlegro and Menvet" proved to
be rather a playful piece in some
passages and a very magnificent
and evocative
sections.

one in its other

Other works performed were:
Fantasie by Sylvivs Leopold
Weiss; Greensleeves by Ralph
Vaughan Williams; an Atlegro hy
Mavro GivHani; a Capriccio of

Ferdinando Carulli; and, finally,
a Sonata by Domenico Scarlatti
which showed vivid imagination
and technical skill.
The second hal t 01 the concert
began with Antonio Lauro's "Two
Vals

from

Venezuela."

.The

flavor and expression 01 the land
in which this folk tune was
written seems, definitely, to have
been captured: Just when the
piece seemed most sad it would
lapse

into

extensive

use

of

ritardando and then be immediately followed by lightness
and spontaneous happiness. Mr.
Rubio excellently conveyed the
vivaciousness
the music.

and

directness of

Outstan ding in this part of the
program was a work by Heitor
Villa-Lobos: Prelude No. 4 and
Dance in F minor. Villa+Lobos
was, perhaps, one of lhe most
prolific composers
of recent
times. He aedicated himself to
furthermg Brazuian mUSlCin all
lis forms; and his compositions,
therefore, take on tbe elements of
Latin-American folksong. There
are many interesting effects in
this particular composition. In
the Prelude there is a plucking of
strings at their very base causing
the guitar to sound almost like a
mandolin.
These notes are
repeated in the traditional guitar
effect.
This
extraordinary
departure from the norm of

traditional guitar is followed by a
slight pause after which the
guitar breaks into the spirited
and somewhat jazz·like Dance.
The

Dance

seems

almost

humorous in its contrast to what
has preceded. Rubio handled
these rather outlandish effects
with appropriate versatility.
Another fairly contemporary
composer
included
in the
program was Enrique Granados.
From the works of this essen.
tially Romantic Spanish composer, Mr. Rubio selected his
Andalousian Dance. There is
gradual movement in this piece
from the depths of discordancy to
the heights
of melodious
sonorities and interesting effect
here, so poignantly treated hy
Rubio, was the plucking of the
single notes. This composition
displayed the elegance, harmonic
complexity, and melodic poise of
the 19th century composer.
Other compositions performed

were:

Agustin

Cathedral";

Barrios' "The

Raul Borges' HAire

erlaUo," Frederico M. Torroba's
"Prelude and Fan danguillo,"
and Manuel deFalJa's colorful
Spanish yet impressionistic
"FARVCO." Atl these works
were executed with great accuracy and infinite exoression.
To close the program, Mr.
Rubio played three encores: The
(Continued On Page 8)

i Gunn shoots
Thorn Gunn was born In
Gravesend,
England, in 1929.
~ After receiving his B.A. from
:!: Trinity College, Cambridge, he
• came to the United States as a
~ student
in 1954, studied
at
Stanford University, and was
awarded an M.A. from Camcl: tridge in 1958.
... He has lived in Paris, Rome,
is and San Antonio, Texas, and
Z since 1960has made his home in
~ san Francisco. From 1958to 1966
he taught'
English
at the
University
of
California,
Berkeley, beginning as a lecturer
and reaching
the level of
associate professor. Since 1966he
has been devoting full time to
writing. He has served as poetr~
reviewer for The Yale Review
III
Do

=

a

•

up Chapel with

and has contributed to a number
of periodicals
including
Encounter, New Statesman, Poetry,
and The New York Times Book
Review. His books of poems
include:
Fighting
Terms
(Fantasy
Press, 1954)
The Sense
of Movement
(University of Chicago Press,
1957)
My sad Captains (University of
Chicago Press, 1961)
with Ted Hughes, Selected
Poems (Faber, 1962)
With Ander Gunn, Positives
(Faber, 1966)
Touch (University of Chicago
Press, 1967)
Moly (Faber, 1971)
Mandrakes (to be published by

poetry

RJlinbow Press, London, in 1973)
Edited Selected Poems of
Fulke Greville .
In 1955Mr. Gunn was awarded
the'Levinson Prize, in 1959 the
Somerset Maughain Award, and
in 1964,he received a grant from
the American Institute of Arts
and Letters.
A grant from the Connecticut
Commission on the Arts has
made is possible for the Connecticul-Poetry Circuit to bring
Thorn Gunn from theWest Coast.
He will be here April 15 at 4:00
p.m. in the crypt of Harkness
Chapel to read his poetry .
'

*

*

Spring dance concert planned
Debbie Duerr
On Wed., April 18 dance
department students will present
a collection of their own pieces.
The concert, at 7:00 p.rn. in the
dance studio, will be structured
as a studio workshop. This will'
give the students a chance to
perform before an audience in an
infonnai setting.
All the works which will be
performed
have
been
choreographed
by
dance
students. Most of the pieces are
individually choreographed, but
there will be some group improvisation. The concert will be a
mixture of styles, techniques,
and personalities. It will include
modern- dance, jazz, ballet, and
perhaps some as yet unnamed
styles.
A presentation of this sort is
beneficial for' everyone involved.
It gives dance students
the
chance
to
stretch
their
imaginations and their talents,
and it gives the community an
opportunity to see and enjoy
those talents. So come and share
in what a few Conn. students are
doing.

Campus column
NINA GEORGE
(untitled poem)

kite-crazy
whooshing up our ears
and grass knee-tickling
as we trip
running
the string through Durning
hands tangled
laughter flies away
with small giggles like
the tail
as with awkward guidance
we are following
a papered-bamboo
dream.

-----Gunn .Thomas
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wellaknown Flamenco
piece
Malagvena;
an
Argentin~
co
'"
mposers
Bwnblebee;"and
an
anonymous
IlSpanish
Romance.
Miguel R b' ,
U 10 S excellence,

u..e

expressiveness,' and. superlapilY
craftsmanship
were
~ ef.
rewarded by the audienCe ~d,
fusive standing ovahon.
thus, the final concert of th~19its
1973 Artist Series came 0
conclusion.
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What to do when the sun comes out
By CAROL BOWMA
What could one do on a Spring
Day in ew London providing its
not foggy raining or even
soowing out? When a heautilul,
warm, SUMy day comes along
the students of Connecticut
College are in such a state of
siKlck that by the time they
recover, the day is over and we
have to wait another two weeks
until the next decent day comes
along.
Now let's take a hypothetical
circumstance that on an upcoming day you wake up and
upon looking out your window you
discover much to your surprise
that there is not a cloud in the sky
and the temperature promises to
soar into the 60's. What would you
do? It would be a shame to waste
the day sitting in your room so
here are some suggestions,
whether they be good or bad, of
places to go if just such a day
happens to come along.
I. Starting close to home one
could pay a visit to our own Arboretum which comprises a 350
acre tract of scenic land. Over 300
varieties of shrubs and trees are
located in this area which makes
it a very beautiful and peaceful
spot to read a book or playa
game of Frisbee.
2. For those who want to stay
indoors, very shortly the Lyman
Allyn Museum will reopen after a
two year renovation. Included in
the museum are collections of
colonial silver, 18th and 19th
century furniture, American and
European Paintings as well as
Oriental and Primitive
Art.
Hours are Tues.-Sat. 1-5and Sun.
U.
3. If you're a Nature Nut then
you might look into the Thames
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Science Center located on
Gallows Lane which is opened
daily 1-5.
4. For those who are interested
in the history of New London

8. Perhaps you'd like to go to
Ocean Beach and take a stroll
along the mile long beach. Its an
interesting place to meet people,

there are several places you can

Or just use your imagination. It
you're stuck here on a weekend

visit such as the Shaw Mansion
located at 11Beinman St. at Bank
St. It served
as
Naval
Headquarters for the state during
the Revolution and contains an
Historical Library. It's opened
Tues.-Sat. J.4 p.m, and costs 5Oc.
5. Or there's Ye Ancientest
Burial Ground on Huntington St.
where allegedly Benedict Arnold
stood and watched the burning of
New London in 1781.It contains a
wide variety of old tombstones
that are a lot of fun to read,
especially at midnight.
6. How about Fort Griswold
State Park on Monument St. in
Groton which has a 135 foot
monument erected
in the
memory of the B4 soldiers who
were slain at that site in the
Battle of 1781. From sunrise to
sunset its the perfect point to get
a majestic view of the Sound and
the surrounding area,
7. U you're really ambitious
and have a car you might want
to go out to Harkness Memorial
Park in Waterford. With its
Formal Gardens and Italian
Mansion that was once the
summer home of the late Edward
S. Harkness, you might like it.

that's for sure.

don't

be depressed

because

I•

there's always something to do.

Even taking a wall< along the
Thames up the railroad track to
Mamacoke Island is a worthwhile
expedition and think of the
exercise, U none of these ideas
inspires you then go fly a kite ...
Honest.
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b . tead by
and our feelings belong together
kind of edu ti
II viable option: to choose among
imposing one member of that
by what we say, ut ins
.
h t used to be called the
ca ion, to whiCh
a. the plurality of ways of being in plurality on all students.
what we do. Think about the
10 w a or soul and that sapiens
personsthOUght to progress ~
h
~ the world. one way with its
That's
one kind of mindincoherence oJ our practice-the
psyc e m used to be a com- course
ere are unive~l'
:!:: LOGOS or intelligible structure,
Iessness, but of course there is internal division, and plurabty
or W1sd~irtue which meant the to which all understandin grules
.. which he could then declare as
another, which is even worse. within ourselves, and especially
fei~~rment ~f the self, its ~u~atl'::l
must cOnform ~d
_ the true way and the best
And that is to say to every the divorce which has occured
u .
.
d coherence and
a soy
the grammar of ut
arrangement. This is why there - student: just take courses: any between oUr language, ~ ideas,
satlsfactl~nn.i; of the self which derstanding. It's not there Un.
a. was no debate about the course will do; any collection of. our theories on the one Side, and
the excel e
nee of that
the sap IS. That grammar isU-t
c[ . academic plan of the Academy,
courses ISall right; so long as you
our feelings and values on the
occu~re~ as a c~nse~u~ n e _ th
sense of LOGOS, or intellig~
!: because the unity of the world are pleased and you can choose other. What about the student satis ac on an co ere ~eeli ge structure, or arrangement •
C and the unity of the City-Stat.
freely. I recall durmg the debate
who studies the Lorenz tranwhole
.self
n : symbolic forms, which enab~
Z were taken as prior to and more
over the old General Group
sformation in modern phySICS imagma tion,
va ues,
com
each of us to provide his
:::l important than the individualityrequirements that I argued very
during the morning, and during
mitments, ald~d every so often :'!'swer to the question of h OWn
~ and multiplicity of itt; members
strenuously for the abolition of all
the afternoon of the very same
by ~nde~tandi~gt and rea~on. I can m~age
to live Wi: w.
and citizens.
requirements
since I then
day tells fortunes by reading
dont lJ1lleve t a an aca, ermc
derstanding and compassio un.
tn
We can understand
and. believed as a self-evident prinTarot cards? What about the
lOstitutlOn should re~wre much
our world of irreducible Plur"r
evaluate our own sense of self ciple that no r""uireme~ts were
professor who advocates radical
of anythmg except thIS: LOGOS , and occasional and very fr: ~~
uI
and world. We can aild we must
better than any. What this means
social and economic reform of
lOtelbglble structure, meanlOgf
communIty.
g""
understand and evaluate oth~r' is a view from another old and the major institutions of society· symbolic forms, which enable
And since that's the gram
persons' senses of self and world.
very interesting Greek sophist
to relieve and perhaps even to
eachstudentto make sense out of of understanding or educa:""'
But as citizens of the con- named Gorgias >yhosaid: there is eliminate
the oppression
of
who he ISand of what hIS world IS and there is no standardiseJ°n,
temporary world, it is an ex- nothing; even if there were persons, and then gives an hour
like, m the content of othe~ and
common answer, we can rela or
P
pression of dogma and arrogance
something, we cooldn't know it; examination on the insignificant
very differe~t senses of self and
mto the claim that there is :
for anyone of us to say that his and even if we could know it, we footnotes and minor passages
world. I believe that a College
answer at all, and no 50
li
sense of self and world, with its
couldn't communicate it. So, from the text bod<.of his sourse?
should reqwre thIS, and should LOGOS or understanding.";:ha
logos 'or ratlonal structure, IS ':'
what the hell,- do want you want. .. What about the fire eng!!)e red proVlde the resourc~s and the is hideous. I recall in 2001an~
fact the only true sense of what It study what you want, _ as long
VOLKSWAGEN Super Beetle I enVironment which encourage a
Childhood's End. that 'Arthur
means to live with 'compassion
as it pleases you and you are not
saw the other day being driven student to understand and to feel
Clarke portrays a race of ext .
81/d understanding in the con- coerced. What you' understand
from MacDonald's onto Col~man as one.
terrestial
creatures who a7.
temporary world. And thIS ISwhy and the way you understan<! do
street With an enormous sticker
When Mr. Cranz ~d I agree.d
engaged in a marvelous kind Ii
the General Group requirements
not effect or influence who and
on its rear window which said:
to. call our discusslOn here thIS agr iculture.
They
trav.1
inthel967cata1o~guewerewrong;
what you are: in old fashioned
"America. Love It or L.eav.eIt." evenrng! "What are we up to?"
throughout
the
universe
they represented
one LOGOS terms, knowledge
does not
We are afraid to see thIS kind of We noticed the marvelous amcultivating mind or intelligenceI
among many LOGOI, and we determine character.
duplicity I thinK beca!!"e we at! biguity of that litle. It means
don't want to cialm an unlik.~
proceed
to
over-ride
the
And we do believe this, or at
share in it, and we don't want to what have we done, why have we
analogy between the Overlonls
irredueiWe .!>1uralityof LOGO! by least we admit this not so much
be told. that our underStandinl( done it, and what are we reaching
and Connecticut College, but in
for. I want to. conclude. my
this place we are engaged, notfor
r.,marks by remmding you what
the entire universe but just for
we at! are reachmg for. At the
ourselves.
in that kind of
end of C.S. Lewi~' That Hideous
agricultur~, in the cultivationIi
Strength,
LewIs. makes
a
mind or intelligence. It's a vet)'
'emarkabie
.admiSSIOn con- ,delicate
and quite precarioos
cernmg the. distlOction between
possession of ours.
good and eVil through a speech by
What are we,reaching for? The
a character
.named Dlmble.
restoration of mind and CIlIIlDimble says:
passion for some of us who
Y011see - if one is thinking
happen to find ourselves livingin
simply of goodness in the atithe last quarter of the twentieth
~, stract, one soon reaches the fatal
century. Man says Nietzsche,is
idea of something standardised
a rope stretched over an abyss.A
- some common kind of life to
dangerous across a dangeroos
which at! nations ought to
on the way, a dan'gerous !0<><iJ!g
progress. Of course, there are
back, a dangerous shudgering
universal rules to whICh all
and stopping. I don't think wecan
goodness must conform. But
remove either the danger or the
that's o?ly the grammar
of abyss. We will always be moving
virtue. It s not there that the sap. across' we will always be onthe
is. God doesn't make two blades
way; ~e will always look back,
of grass the same; how much less
and we will every so often
two saints,_ two mations, two
shudder and stop. BJlt we caobe
angels. The whole work of
far more than this and it is my
healin.g Earth depeods on nurs!ng
own myth that 'what occurs
that little sP!"'k, or Incarnatl~g
during the four years of an unthat ghos~ wmch IS Stlt! abve In dergraduate education may be Ii
every real people, and different
some help in making us far,more;
10 each.
and that our 'new acadenoc plan
, I'd like to say that 'if you think
does, in Lewis' words, nurse that
about education or understanding
little spark, incarnate that gh(l;.\
10 the abstract, you soon reach
which' is stit! alive in us, and~
the fatal idea of something
different in each of us: the spark,
standardISed. some common kind
the ghost. the spirit of LOGOil
of understanding, some common
and self, and world!
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"TIle Dannon
;top exchange

Continued letter

!

send US any Dannon

disK
plus 2SCwwe'll send you .
a complete set 0113.

;;

f
!.

Freak out your darm-mates with your collection of Qannon tops.
Arrange them on your walls, your desk, your Levi jatket~your
girUriend (or boyfriend-we're
not Qut to ofiendWomen's Lib).
More than a fad, it's an aesthetic experieJlcethat giV'a~i"lasting
significance to a transif?ry gastronomiql seIl§8:tion.
So pry one top from a Dannon cover, andpost it to us wit~llinere
25•. We'nsendyouasetofallourl~l'Ororfwl1!lvo",.
<
.. " .. ,
Our motive is ulterio~,but our cause isjust.l{~emberDann(ln is,
-the patural yogurt-no arti1i<;iallUlything.¥an to P"ll1\Ot).0 <
Milk ProdUCts, 22cl138th !\veDue, L<>ngIs1l\itdCitlt,N,y.ll101:

To'thoSe of you who were unsuccessful in this election I would
only like to ask for your continued
participation in s."dent government at Conn. Your support and
efforts are not only welcomed but
are essential to
effective
student body.
To
the
winners,
my
congratulations and good wishes

an

·tive
for constructive
and POSl
office and committee results'the
The interest sparked by .
recent elections is encoura~:
as is evidenced by th,e two'U:SUY
quorum which was so e our
obtained. Thank you for Y
continued support.
, '75
Richard UchtenstelD

all

student org. treasurers please tufn
college bills into 'accounting office as soon
as possible
'
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

. Lucy Weiger now the wiser
full of smHes will travel. for Miles

Stroke, strive and win is crew's motto to victory
By Kevin Kelly
The men's crew team of
CoMecticut College opened its
season in Middletown, Conneclicut, against MIddletown
High School on saturday, March
31. The lightweight boat started
the year as expected by whipping
Middletown by five lengths. The
heavyweight boat last a. close
race to a much more expenenced
crew.
The lightweight race was the
second race of the afternoon, and
Connecticut had a difficult act to
follow as the Connecticut
women's junior varsity boat had
just won by six lengths. Canneclicut had little trouble,
however, as Roger Farrington
coxed his boat into the lead at the
start.
With Gordon
Milne
stroking the team quickly pulled
away to. win by 22 seconds.
The heavyweights went out on
the Connecticut River following
victories by Connecticut's three
other teams. Karl Christoffers's
boat fill the pressure.
Connecticut jumped in rront at
the start (the first 20 strokes) but
could not hold the lead. Mid-

Foul

p

...

photo by parkman
dletown came back and built a
one length lead after the first lSOO
meters of the 2000 meter race.
Connecticut gradually began to

follies

equals

ball last week. The way the
games went to qualify for the
playoffs, one might have thought
a professional screenwriter was
hired, but, then again, there was
always
a hint of fiction
throughout the season.
Monday night Burdick U had
the pleasure of meeting the
Faculty in a must game to qualify
for the play-offs. Not to be
believed.
Burdick played some really
fine solid ball but the Faculty
kept chipping away at their 10
.... point lead until with two minutes
~ left in the game, Mr. Zimmerman
J:: lied the score and then Bill Lessig
VI added two more points with 12
left. Who would think
E-seconds
Ned Weissman would score to tie
>- the game with one second
.0 remaining? Probably nobody but
Ned.
....
The score was ~
going into
o three min. overtime period and
• ..r::. Brian Puglisi had scored 24
0. poinls, Ned with 14 pts., Rodger
By sru MEYERS
Holden 10 pts. and Doug Milne
An independent
research
had wrapped up the most Fouled
organization has just published
Out (or is it fouled up) Award for
findings to the effect that the Burdick while the Two Man Gang
increased incidence of high blood for the Facultv. Preble and

o

.. b lOt
pressure, laryngitis,
IS ers,
hardening of the arteries, bug
eyes, clammy hands and l'air de
socke was directly caused by the
unbelieveable
exploits
conlributed by intramural basket-
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pull even and was only down by a
few feet with ISOmeters left. At
this point the three years of experience which Middletown has
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fumbles

Lessig, popped in 28 and 21 points
respectively. Who would have
thought that the game would be
decided by two free throws made
by Bob Demicco with two seconds
left in overtime? No one, not even
Bob. Those two pts, led to Burdick's 58-56 nerve wracking, lip
smacking win.
All good scripts need, after the
climax, a little time to pause and
relax and not be caught up in the
action and the Monison win over
Wright provided these moments.
Its a shame that Morrison didn't
start their frenzied drive toward
recognition and respectability
earlier because they would have
made the playoffs with one more
win. As it is they put on a concerted effort that must have been
an inspiration to someone at
some time. Wes Chotaski scored
28 of Morrison's 58 points while
Sandy Adelman hit IS of Wright's
39 points.
Freeman
entered
the
proceedings with a tune-up with
Harkness for Burdick, but they
experienced technical difficulties
along the way with a 62-53lass. It
would bave been easy for

1-------------------CI
.f . d
-,

.-----------------------------,

II NarnevOrqamz

.----------~

Th~ big game for the last Z
over Connecticut made the difference, Middletown began a playoff position was established 2
tenific sprint to capture the race
as the last game of the regular -l
by one length.
season-Freeman
against Bur.:
Coach Bart Gullong felt the dick
II.
The
assembled
..
beavyweights had done a good multitudes and players were ::
job against an experienced team. beaded with sweat not only from
The fact that they almost carne the hea t but from tenseness and _
from behind rather than quitting anticipation. The game played up ~
when iniliall)' down demon.
to advanced notice.
...
s!rated a maturity bejond their
An eight point second quarter ..
years, possibly culled during two
by Freeman resulted in a 27-11 'lil
weeks in Florida.
Burdick half-time lead but many _
The heavyweight hoat is a
young hoat. Stroke, Doug Milne, were reminded of Burdick's Monday night swoon against the
Gordon's brother, is a junior.
Facully and indeed Burdick
Richard Harlmann, Sandy Park.
man. Dewey Dematatis, John carne through with a 10 point
third quarter for a teetering 31-36
lead. II must have been hard for
Chimoures, Matt Geller, and Burdick to perfect their 9 pt.
Richard Kadzis are all Fresh- fourth quarter drive for victory
man. Bowman Dave Peltz is a since the major difficulty was
sophomore.
losing 5(H6 as John Alderman
In the various regatta's, such and Rich Dreyfus saved most of
as the Dad Vail and Callow CUp their IS and 11 game points for
the lightweight boat will race as a the fourth quarter. Brian Puglisi
freshman lightweight boat. Out closed out his college career with
of pure coincidence Wiley Kit- a 16 point effort for Burdick but
chell, John Levine, Sandro Doog Milne couldn't deliver his
Franchini, Matt Brown, Gordon fifth personal foul much to the
Milne Paul "Neuman" Ken- disappointment of his Five Foul
worth~, Chris Dillon, and Steve Fan Club.
Slirpe are all freshmen.
So through battered bodies,
biting, scratching.
bruises,
scattered
squeals, alternate
dismay and eupforia,
comHarkness for Burdick II, but they
pelence and forget it, we come to
experienced technical difficulties
the end but really the beginning.
along the way with a 62-53loss. It
Superior proven teams are in the
would have been easy for
offing
and
among
Park,
Harkness to have let up since
Harkness,
Burdick I, J.A.,
they were guaranteed a playoff
Hamilton,the Faculty, Larabee I
spot but they would have nothing
and Freeman we will have the
to do with charity (except at the
best of the baddest teams.
foul line -they were 13out of 16). Assuming Burdick I doesn't withThe whole Harkness Horde got in
draw and that Mr. G will be
the scoring, Kadel!, Chaffee, De
around my fearless forecast is for
Gange, Nappi, while Freeman
Big B to take the title but don't
had to depend on John Alderbet on it.
man's 20 points.
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~om the 1920S, 3Os, 40s, SOs,
60s, etc. Tbe records are needed
to make a tape for the Junior
Show. Excellent care will .be
afforded an d a small commission
will go to the donors. CO TACT
I 'ANITA DE FRANTZ, Box 324,
I FREEMA
413
RIGHT
: AWAY!!!
I
C1assUiedAd
I Want to rent: Students would
I like to rent house-apt, in 0< near
I ew London. Will rent May-SCpt.
lor time including June 23-Aug. 4.
ICall or write: Marcy Vaughn,
:P.O. Box 231, Coventry, Conn.
106238 (74UOll5).
I
I
I ForSaie: 135mmF-2.8Spiratone
I telephoto lens. In very good
I condition. With hard leather

case. $25.llO-$30.00.
Alsion
1I Mishkil.
Box 961orContact
443-1106.
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a cordial
invitation
to talk to a
sommelier :
LAWRENCE M. SAMELOFf
THE PROFESSIONAL
WINE TASTER AND lECTUR
Will BE AT GORDON'S

YELLOW FRaN.
PACKAGE STORE
401 WILLIAMS STREET
(HODGES SO.) NEW LONDON

SATURDAY,
APRIL 14th
FROM 12:30TO
4:30 P.M.
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Pundit Profile: Mark Gottesdiener
Marc Gottesdiener celebrated
his twentieth birthday las t
. Sunday by running twenty miles
through the snow.
In his room in Harkness, as he
gathered a warm ro!fit for the
-run, the slight-framedsophomore
shared his thougntson running iJ)
the 26-mileBostonMarathon next
Monday.
The biggest and most
glamorous race in the world is
expected to. draw 2,000 international participants. Marc
said he would like to come in
between150and 200.Last month,
he was 29in.!'smaller 26-milerin
Middietown,and had a time of
three hours.
"I'm never locking for a win.
photo
parkman
It's always in : the back of
everybody's mind to win what
you're doing,I suppose. If things
turn out in a race that I'm ahead,
seat came off the track. If it had then I'm a little bit ahead of
happened -five seconds earlier, what's behind me."
He called his long distance
the race could have been stopped
running
career at New London
for the necessary repairs .and
started allover again. Instead High School '"'consistent" but
V.RI. came to a stop, fixed the "not outstanding." Last fall,
seat and started again. It was during the first season of the
Conn College cross country
quickly back in the pack.
After 1250meters of the 2000 team, Marc set some Impressive
meter race Connecticut and the course records, including one at
V.RI. lights were leading by just . the Coast Guard Academy.
In the meantime, he says he
a few feet with Connecticut
has been given some "spiritual
leading V.R.I. just slightly.
With five hundred meters left help" from two famous local
former
Boston
the V.RI. lights started sprin- runners:
Marathon
winners
Amby
Burfoot
ting, passing Connecticut and
gaining open water for a two and John Kelley. "Knowing that
length lead. The V.RI. heavies they are going to be in the race .
and Clark began to pass Con- will give me an edge," he said.
necticut, With 250 meters Connecticut began its sprint to pass
V.RI. and Clark and close in on
the dying V.R.I. lights, but the
race wan't long enough..
The V.R;1. lights won by eight
seconds or just over a iength with
Connecticuttwo seconds ahead of
the V.RI: heavies. Clark placed
fourth. The four Connecticut
College boats have a combined
record of 10wins and 2 losses.
Connecticut lost to a team that
it will never race again and
defeatetl two teams which it will

In the race, willhe expect to get
"second wind?" "That's hard to
say. I suppose you have to nave
first wind to- start with. After a
whileyou get a sudden 'whim' not a 'wind' - and you want to
pick it up a little. You just hope
you have enough 'whims' to get
you through the race."
Marc said he has been running
anaverage of 50 miles a week to
get in shape for the· Boston
Marathon. He stressed that he
was .Ynofanatic about running,"
however. Some days, he said, "If
I don't feel like running I don't
run. You have to get up for a
run."

He said that more im
than' winning "is the fe ~rtant
satisfaction when he ge~ng <1
near
the end of a race and finish
The Middletown mar es,
taught him that "the last f?thon
.
'1
IVe or
SIX Illl es are killers" He .
"Y'ou re tormented .whethsaid,
f·lOIS
. h or not because you• undergoing a lot of bodyfits :e
don't ~ave any energy to bW:n:
- you re J~st going onyourpure
self. I enjoy that, diggingin_
yourself and exposingyourselito
everyt?lUg that's available
When I m finished, I havea good
feeling because I don't have to
run anymore today."
II
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Crew strokes to victory
KEVIN B. KELLY

The Connecticut College crew
team dominated a Vniversity of
Rhode Island Regatta this past
weekend by winning three events
and placing second in another
.... race. The men's heavyweights
rowed their best of the season,
though placing second. Connecticut beat two heavyweight
boats while narrowly losing to a
lightweight boat against which
under normal circumstances it
would not and will not have to
compete.

The women's

junior

varsity and varsity boats and the
men's lightweight boats defeated
their V.R.I. oppostion by six
lengths in each race.
Sixty degree weather made the
strong headwinds and tricky
course a little easier to row. The
races were held on the Narrows
'" River in Kingston, Island .
. The women's races opened the
program Saturday afternoon.
Both teams took the lead within
the first ten strokes of the race
and continued to widen their
advantages. The varsity boat
actually had a ten length lead but
hslted 50meters before the finish
we due to confusion over lane
markings. Both boats remain
undefeated. The JV team has won
both its meets. The varsity sports

see

several

more

times

photo by mishKit

LOOK!

this

season in various regattas.
This coming weekend will be
one of the busiest and most ima 4-{) record.
portant of the entire season for
The freshman men's light- the crew team. At 10:30saturday
weight boat also picked up its morning
the
Connecticut
second win of the season
women's boats will race
remaining undefeated. Following Wellesley and Princeton, last
the lead ofthe women the lights year's NEAWRC champion,
"look the lead immediately and either onthe Thames River at the
lengthened it for a six length Yale boathouse in Gales Ferry or
victory margin over 2000meters.
at the Blood Street Sculls boat
This victory was encouraging house at Rogers Lake in Old
because the lights convincingly Lyme. Watch for notices,
beat a boat which it had only
The Connecticut women have
narrowly defeated during the established supremacy in the
fall.
south and in Connecticut by
The entire team was placing defeating the best teams. Now
the day's success . on the
they will be attempting to make
heavyweight team as it had been themselves the best women's
the only boat the previous
team on the east coast. After
weekend not to win. There was Princeton on Saturday the
rastratned .enthusiasm at first, women go to the. Davenport Cup
but the whole shore came alive races in Lowell, Massachusetts,
with cheers for Connecticut
where they willpossibly meet the
CQllege when. the heavyweights top women's rowing club, the
were seen to be in the lead and Vesper
Boat Club from
challenging for the lead.
Philadelphia, and also possibly
The heavyweight race began
Radcilffe, the other premier
with.the V.RI. lightweights and college team.
heavyweights,
the
Clark - The men's teams will also
Heavyweights, and the Con- - compete in the Davenport races
necticut heavyweights. All four Sunday where they will again
boats started evenly and stayed
face V.RI. and Clark as well as
together. At the 35 second mark
many of the other top small
., the V.R.1. heavyweight stroke's
college teams in New England.
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IS IN 'OWN
The Complete Bicycle Shop

(WATCH FOR GRAND OPENING)
We Carry Most Brands Of Bicycles
We Repair ALL Bicycles
Motobecane,

Peugot, Gitane,

3, 5, 10, 15 Speeds (Children's
Trade-ins

Accepted,

Student

etc.
Bicycles) Also
Discounts

98 Huntington Street
New London
442-6672

